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The 12thmeeting of the National Training Groups Chairs Committee was held at 10:30 on 6 July 2017 at  
The Thistle Barbican Hotel, Central St, Clerkenwell, London EC1V 8DS 
 
PRESENT 
Ian Dickerson  

(Chair for meeting) 
: Northants ITG 

Amanda  Davison : North Yorkshire CTG 
Steve Drury : London Region Construction Training Group 
Steve Ewers : Essex Construction Training Association 
Peter  Lucas : Devon CTG 
Karen Ryan : Midlands CTG 
David  Spratt : Skills4Site 
Joe  Zazzetta : Contractors TG NE 
STAFF IN ATTENDANCE 
Lorraine Gregory : Partnership Manager 
Mark  Noonan : Industry Relations Director 
Catherine  Wilcock : Corporate Governance Coordinator 

 
APOLOGIES: Stephen Kemp (Orkney CTG), Beverley Peace (West Yorkshire CTG), Sharon Lobban (Ayrshire 
CTG), Rohan Cheriyan (CITB Assistant Funding Manager), Anthony Thomas (Swansea Bay CSG) Carl Raynes 
(our Construction) and Mark Bodger (CITB).  
 
ITEM 1: TO APPROVE THE MINUTES OF THE 11TH MEETING, REVIEW MATTERS ARISING/ACTIONS. 
(REF/16/M11) 
1.1. The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting and invited a round table introduction. 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
 
1.2. The minutes of the 11th meeting were agreed subject to an expansion on the detail of the proposal at 
Item 5 for inclusion within the Grants Modernisation consultation. 
 
Matters Arising  
 
1.3. Paragraph 2.11 action on templates and proforma documentation requested for access by Training 
Groups.  Given that CITB did not want to impose their documentation, a discussion was held for clarity on 
the detail required.  Members wanted to ensure good practice sharing between all groups, with access to 
certain documentation as a standard across the country.  The stance for identifying what should be 
included was best taken from the context of what a new group being set up would require, such as 
policies and business plans.  Many members had developed very useful documents and a request was 
made for CITB to provide a place to host this best practice documentation.   
 

[CGU note: clarity on hosting location is required prior to discussion regarding coordination 
of templates and best practice documents] 
 
[CGU Note: Suggested items for inclusion would be: D & I policy, Drugs and Alcohol policy, 
CR policy, standard contract of employment for a GTO, options on employment models used 
by Training Groups (direct/subcontract).  The intention was not to just provide documents 
relevant to the set-up of a new group but to provide access to employers on best practice for 
areas where they may need to provide evidence to clients.] 
 

1.4. ACTION: L Gregory to investigate possible locations with access for ITGs to host this documentation.    
 
1.5. ACTION: ITGs to be contacted to identify documents for sharing at host location – L Gregory 
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ITEM 2: FEEDBACK FROM REGIONAL MEETINGS 
 
2.1. CITB local managers had fed back key points from the regional meetings to inform the agenda.  Detail 
for this item was included in a presentation.  An information paper was also distributed in advance of the 
meeting containing input from the regions. 
 
2.2. It was noted that the cycle of dates between regional and national chairs’ meetings did not allow flow 
of information from one to the other; strategic development would better inform diary dates and 
improved communication of the national picture.  This would be determined in partnership between CITB 
and the National Group Chairs. 
 
2.3. ACTION: All to consult on dates of national and regional meetings to establish the schedule ongoing 
from the November meeting. 
 
2.4. Representatives of the regions contributed their insights for best practice including pertinence of 
agendas to meet regional requirements but also promoting the national discussion.  Feedback indicated 
the partnership approach within regional meetings greatly improved the experience and imparted a sense 
of ownership by the Groups. 
 
2.5. The Midlands region had identified a number of areas for focus which were responded to by the 
members: group procurement; GTO role, standardised forms providing consistency, courses for GTOs; PR 
for Training Groups; potential for individual Training Group websites; improved Training Group target 
review and consultation times (noting target spreadsheet as not user-friendly) and development of a 
Training Group Manual for Groups. 
 
2.6. There was a lot of support for the Group Training Officers (GTOs) networking to share best practice 
and raise issues within a structured process and identification of useful training sessions for workshop.  
The Grants Modernisation was likely to be extremely useful in providing employers with simplification and 
automated processing, thus reducing pressure on the GTO.  Direction to the explainer videos on grant 
claiming was welcome.  Recommendation included celebration of their success in what they had achieved 
for their members and for industry.  The various models of GTO employment, values, extent of 
employment days needed were discussed, plus partnership working between groups including holiday and 
sickness cover.  Members would continue the debate outside the meeting.  The data protection 
requirements meant that individuals needed to consent to sharing of contact details. 
 
2.7. DECISION and ACTION: All members present agreed to share their contact details, which would be 
circulated by C Wilcock. 
 
2.8. ACTION: Members not present would be contacted by C Wilcock regarding sharing of their contact 
details with the National Training Group Chairs Committee. 
 
2.9. ACTION: Sharing of contact details would be raised within the regions - Members 
 
2.10. ACTION: L Gregory to ensure GTOs and groups receive direction to grant claiming explainer videos 
on the CITB website. 
 
 
2.11. The Training Directory being established by CITB would have a procurement impact.  It could enable 
ITGs to negotiate deals for courses, possibly nationally but anomalies such as travel from remote locations 
to the nearest venue would need consideration were that the case.  A principal was that global buy in 
would be supported by the premise that funding for anything should deliver the greatest outcome for the 
benefit of employers; the principal was supported.  However, the Training Directory would signpost 
courses and the providers but not the costs.  Without coordinated procurement, employers would be 
paying over the odds by using open courses.  The Training Group data could be analysed to support a 
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detailed proposal on procurement as indicated at paragraph 3.2. 
 

[CGU note: – coordination discussion required for procurement task and finish project.] 
 
2.12. ACTION: Members to agree a proposal on procurement at a regional or national level for timely 
consultation within their regions and establishing of a task and finish sub-committee. 
 
2.13. ACTION: Members asked if CITB could support national procurement deals, which would need 
reviewing against ToR for ITGs.  L Gregory to investigate 
 
2.14. Owing to the calling of the General Election the London/Southern region had to cancel their 
meeting, which was supported by use of a webinar on an alternative date.  It was found however that few 
people chose to participate and although useful for emergencies, for best results a face to face meeting 
would be used.  Although disappointed by the delay between the national and regional meetings, of great 
interest had been the presentation on the added value supplied by CITB.  This was seen as a vital message 
which should be heavily promoted; often forgotten where focus tended to be on levy vs grant return. 
 
2.15. The South West Region had valued, at a previous meeting, a presentation from their local authority 
on the timing and location of large contracts and potential associated work in the area including land for 
sale in appropriate localities.  This had been very useful in forward planning opportunities, something the 
SME community rarely experienced. 
 
2.16. The Northern regional groups had found success with a collaborative bid to the CITB 
funded/structured funds.  The preparation had been a steep learning curve but the successful funding had 
substantially enabled their engagement to address area needs.  It was noted that continuous review of the 
bid process looked to achieve simplification of access and better understanding; given that such a new 
approach to grants access of this nature when implemented had been unfamiliar to many but not all 
employers/organisations.  The maturity of the groups in this region had provided confidence in setting up 
and coordinating courses and if they suffered an initial insufficiency of numbers, they were prepared to 
contact competitors to promote the opportunity and make the course happen. 
 
ITEM 3: UPDATE SINCE TRAINING GROUPS REVIEW 
 
3.1. The review had stopped and CITB support for Training Groups would remain; closer working was 
encouraged and Mark Noonan has been identified as the Executive lead.  Core funding would endure 
although in a way that would encourage outcomes.  The concerns which arose through lack of criteria 
compliance and standardisation of processes as a result of CITB’s support methodology had been 
addressed.  Changes and revision of the targets /criteria with open, standardised and transparent 
processes were now in place and resulted in training groups and CITB operating without risk. 
 
3.2. Members reviewed the performance data was perceived as being on target for the year.  The data 
was tempered by implementation delays between CITB and Training Groups and at the date of publication 
further input was still expected.  Discussion of targets was held and the balance between training days and 
different types of training.  Value could be seen in higher spend courses with fewer attendees, such as 
some required in the specialist sector, as much as in the numerous training days for stock industry courses 
and renewals.  The data would be analysed further to gain an understanding of the breadth of offer and 
potential use. 
 
3.3. CITB did not plan to expand training groups but to consider where there were geographical gaps and 
needs for this provision to be put in place.  They would however also look at supporting existing groups to 
expand if practical and where possible.  Joe Zazzetta asked for review of an outstanding request for 
increasing support. 
 
3.4. It was noted that the majority of groups had reviewed their memberships to ensure value of 
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contribution in the local community on their behalf and/or training levels.  This did not always result in 
recruitment but often defined an ability to better manage the requirements of the group whilst providing 
added value and consistent activity.  Further to this some local partnerships between groups had been 
embarked on; empowering them to garner beneficial business outcomes through economies of scale, 
whilst sharing the workload.  Added value was the strengthening of the GTOs involved working together 
as a unit.  There were also differences in model regarding course provision using the ring-fenced training 
funds available for 2017: partial subsidy, free access or allotting a value per employer after which they 
could still make use of courses on offer but had to financially contribute.  As maturity of Training Groups 
often reduced the amount of training their members needed, the amount of subsidy for courses being run 
could feasibly be reduced or following local demand make a business case for increase.  With variance of 
set up and levels of maturity it was plain that at local levels, funds should be pitched to meet those needs 
resulting in a greater long term impact with sustainability for business growth and tackling local skills and 
training needs. 
 
3.5. ACTION: L Gregory to liaise with J Zazzetta regarding increase of support, currently perceived as 
creation of an extra group to meet local demand. 
 
ITEM 4: CONSENSUS UPDATE  
 
4.1. Members were advised that the consensus consultation was underway, ending in September.  The 
input would be set before the government for ratification at the end of the year.  A robust approach had 
been taken with clarity on the responsibilities of CITB, the Consensus Federations and input from levy 
paying employers; details of which could be found at http://www.citb.co.uk/about-us/how-we-are-
governed/consensus/ 
 
4.2. A new levy rate proposal for the period 2018–2020 had been consulted with industry and was 
confirmed as 0.35% for PAYE and 1.25% for Net CIS.  This would go to the formal consensus process 
before being ratified by government. 
 
4.3. The levy proposal impact statistics would be circulated to members.  Further to this the CITB offer to 
industry specifically referencing the added values on an A4 paper for briefing employers was requested.  
Whilst recognising that a tailored message was needed for the different types of employer, it should 
ensure everyone would know of the full benefit to be derived from CITB together with reasons as to why a 
levy return should be completed. 
 
4.4. ACTION: L Gregory to circulate the levy proposal impact statistics to members.  
 
ITEM 5: GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE AND FUTURE ROLE OF NATIONAL TRAINING GROUP CHAIRS 
COMMITTEE 
 
5.1. The Terms of Reference for the National body required update as the changes within CITB had created 
a revised form of Governance.  Whereas it previously reported to the Training Committee on behalf of and 
under the scrutiny of the previous CITB Board (both of which had ceased), the committee now fell into the 
category of Executive Working Groups reporting to a member of the Executive in the person of Mark 
Noonan.  The Executive reviewed the purpose, outputs and outcomes of all the groups, whilst good 
information flows existed between them and the Board Trustees and Council, which were responsible for 
strategic formulation and accountability.  As a consultation group to help shape the direction of Training 
Groups moving forward, the Terms of Reference for the National Training Group Chairs Committee would 
be agreed at the next meeting. 
 
5.2. The rationale needed to be determined for the existence of a national body together with format of 
meetings under the fit for purpose governance and streamlined approach taken by CITB.  This would be 
addressed in context of an understanding of the regional group requirements and their own rationale.  

http://www.citb.co.uk/about-us/how-we-are-governed/consensus/
http://www.citb.co.uk/about-us/how-we-are-governed/consensus/
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5.3. ACTION: Terms of Reference to be agreed at the next meeting. 
 
ITEM 6: FUTURE FRAMEWORK DISCUSSION 
 
6.1. Current funding was in place until April 2018 and any changes made would be in line with grant 
modernisation changes which started to come into effect from April 2018.  No changes would be made 
without prior warning and appropriate lead times.  The funding available to support industry had been 
agreed for 2018 was fixed and therefore the focus would be on CITB working with the Training Groups on 
what would make a difference to meet the skills needs nationally and in the regions.  This raised questions 
such as whether the Training Group funding of £25k or £28k should remain static or some fluidity 
introduced to encourage and enable different needs.  Discussion of the flexible and structured funds and 
their access by the groups in future was seen as a missed opportunity given the activity present in groups 
which could be used to assist in spreading funds/ strategic target training further across the sector.  
However as there were varied structures and all groups were independent they might well want different 
approaches for their locality.  The types of training would have to be analysed as appropriate investment, 
such as questioning support for training which had be undertaken anyway.  Members commented that 
the role of the GTO needed to be better understood, not as an administration resource but, as a training 
agency working with integrity.  It was suggested that Training Groups could do more and add value once 
the how, where and when had been established. 
 
6.2. The debate needed to be continued at an extraordinary meeting, in September, based on basic 
principles of the best use of Training Group under an ideal model and funding from CITB to achieve it.  The 
appropriate phrasing of the draft thinking was vital.  A plan would be drawn together for circulation to 
members by the end of July and consultation between the regions would take place for recommendations 
of an ‘ideal’ model of Training Group for full discussion in September.  Timeframes would be produced 
when the date was defined. 
 
6.3. To ensure full participation from Training Groups across the country, including the Specialist Groups, 
the composition of the group would be reviewed. 
 
6.4. ACTION: Circulation of an initial plan by the end of July 2017, for an ideal model for review and 
population by Training Groups - L Gregory. 
 
6.5. ACTION: C Wilcock to do a ‘doodle poll’ of a prospective meeting date in September and 
communicate with suitable deadlines for receipt of feedback. 
 
6.6. ACTION: C Wilcock to ensure full representation of Training Groups across the country through 
review of the composition. 
 
ITEM 7: CHAIR’S ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
 
7.1. Members thanked staff for the meeting which they felt was moving the discussion forward in a 
positive way. 
 
ITEM 8:  THE NEXT OF NEXT MEETING  
 

• An Extraordinary Meeting has been called for September (detail to be confirmed) 
• The next scheduled meeting is 15th November 2017 

 
ITEM 9: INFORMATION PAPER – UPDATES REPORT 
 
9.1. An expanded report will be circulated with the minutes  
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SUMMARY OF ACTIONS 
ACTION ACTION BY PROGRESS 
Paragraph 1.4 
Forward relevant templates and best practice documents for ease of access on 
the CITB website(see CGU note)  

Members  
L Gregory 

 

Paragraph 1.5 
ITGs to be contacted to identify documents for sharing at host location (see 
CGU note) 

L Gregory 
 

Paragraph 2.3 
Consult on dates of national and regional meetings to establish a schedule 
beyond November 2017. 

All 
 

Paragraph 2.7 
Circulate contact details of all members present to the National Training 
Group Chairs Committee 

C Wilcock 
 

Paragraph 2.8 
Contact members not present regarding sharing of their contact details with 
the National Training Group Chairs Committee 

C Wilcock 
 

Paragraph 2.9 
Sharing of contact details would be raised within the regions L Gregory  

Paragraph 2.10 
Ensure GTOs and groups receive direction to grant claiming explainer videos 
on the CITB website. 

L Gregory 
 

Paragraph 2.12 
Agree a proposal on procurement at a national level for timely consultation 
within the regions. (see CGU note) 

Members 
 

Paragraph 2.13.  
Members asked if CITB could support national procurement deals, which 
would need reviewing against ToR for ITGs  - to be investigated 

L Gregory 
 

Paragraph 3.5 
liaise with regarding increase of support, currently perceived as creation of an 
extra group to meet local demand 

J Zazzetta 
L Gregory 

 

Paragraph 4.4 
Circulate the levy proposal impact statistics to members. L Gregory  

Paragraph 5.3 
Terms of Reference to be agreed at the next meeting All  

Paragraph 6.4 
Circulation of an initial plan for an ideal model for review and population by 
Training Groups by the end of July 2017 

L Gregory 
 

Paragraph 6.5 
‘Doodle poll’ of a prospective meeting date in September and communicate 
with suitable deadlines for receipt of feedback. 

C Wilcock 
 

Paragraph 6.6. 
Ensure full representation of Training Groups across the country through 
review of the composition. 

C Wilcock 
 

 


